The Beadazzled Anal Tool
A beginner’s anal vibrator

If there are any male readers who are thinking about experimenting with anal sex and prostate stimulation, the Beadazzled Anal Tool is one I highly recommend. It was, in fact, one of the first anal toys I experimented with, and one I still use to this day. Advertised as a great anal toy – it really is. There is nothing quite like this for anal stimulation, and as soon as you start playing with it, you will be taken to an unbelievable height of orgasm, and if that is what you are looking for, this is one of the best anal toys to help you achieve it. It’s also a brilliant way to discover whether anal sex is for you or not.

What I liked about this one was the swirling tip and beaded area that feel so very nice, for rimming yourself, upon anal entry and during penetration. If you think you would enjoy anal play (or you already do), this toy provides tremendous satisfaction, with remarkable comfort and ease. Certainly, the controllable revolving movement of the tip and the multiple speed vibrations will give you brilliant results that perhaps you didn’t think possible – and will undeniably bring you to a beautiful head! It may almost make you lose control due to the sensations it creates. It works on three AAA batteries, so if you do decide to give this a try, make sure you have plenty of spares under your pillow – once you have started playing with this, you will want to keep it to hand to use again and again. A must for guys who enjoy self-sex.

From LoveHoney.co.uk

Curvier Bunny took a look at an introductory Rabbit for girls:

Buzz Bunny

Thinking of taking the plunge and buying one of the many ‘Rabbit’ vibrators out there, but just not sure it’ll be for you? May I recommend the ‘Buzz Bunny’ as a great ‘taster’ to the joys the Rabbit can bring? It’s a small vibrator that slips on your finger (and it’s adjustable, so should fit comfortably on your finger or that of your partner). It has a removable, bunny-shaped sleeve made out of soft jelly, and you can experiment with the sensation of soft, buzzing bunny ears on your clit before you shell out lots of cash for a proper rabbit vibrator. Small, reasonably quiet yet powerful enough to be enjoyable, this is an excellent little vibe for solo play or for use during sex. If you find the jelly rabbit sleeve isn’t for you! Not to worry! Simply remove it and you’ll find a small, hard plastic vibrator underneath, and that may tickle your fancy more. The pros are many, and the only ‘con’ I can think of is, for me, the best stimulation came from rubbing the rabbit’s smily face against my clit, and in hindsight, this felt a little bit wrong! However, generally speaking this toy was a joy to sample and I look forward to using it again!
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The Brush Bunny

It had often occurred to me, when switching on my rechargeable toothbrush, what a cracking vibrator it would make – but obviously you don’t want to be setting about your tender, sensitive parts with an oscillating brush. In a way, therefore, it was no big surprise to me when someone came up with a nifty, soft, medical-grade silicon attachment to slip over the brush for just that purpose. As the accompanying blurb says, ‘External use only’… and it sleeves on to the brush just tightly enough so you can feel confident it won’t slip off, being suitable for use with most main-brand rechargeable electric toothbrushes.

The Bunny has, as its makers promise, ‘ingenious ear design’, and you can see as soon as you switch it on that the ears vibrate in quite a promising way for such a little beast. They also recommend a water-based lube – and I’d agree that this enhances the overall sensations. If you’re used to the acclaimed ministrations of the original ‘Rabbit’, the Brush Bunny is obviously going to be a bit of a poor relation, but with a bit of ‘burrowing’, BB will deliver. It’s a plus that he’s a discreet little passenger in your spongebag and can go anywhere with you, but since electric toothbrushes are designed for functional dental cleaning and not recreational use, you need to be careful not to overdo it and knock the battery by over-heating! Having said that, for £9.99, he’s a very pleasurable travelling pet or bathroom buddy.

Supplied by www.brushbunny.com

Rabbit Super Vibe

Reviewed by Maxine

This is a really versatile and utterly gratifying Rabbit! Made from pink latex rubber, it has been produced to a high quality to be fully waterproof, and is operated through its sixteen functions and ten speeds by a very smooth control panel. You can choose between the rabbit bullet and the 27-cm shaft – or both, which are individually controllable for speed of vibration and rotation – either clockwise or anticlockwise.

At the risk of extolling this sexy beast too much, the fact remains that it does the business for vaginal and clitoral pleasure equally well – and so very smoothly [our reviewer’s original appraisal was ‘out of this world’, but we have to keep our feet on the ground, Ed]. Requires three AA batteries (not included).
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PRICE
£24.99
(£5 off RRP)

PRICE
£11.50
Batteries included

PRICE
£9.99

PRICE
£37.95
(a £7 reduction on normal RRP)